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S t e r n oc l av i c u l ar  P u l l

Scan your body:  Where are you contacting the floor?  Where are you not comfortable?  
Where is your attention drawn?   

TESTS   BK 
1. Reach with O hand/arm toward ceiling.  Reach MT, easy, notice rest of body, e.g., 

upper back, chest, pelvis, feet, other arm?  Your hand ends at your fingertips.  Where 
does your arm begin? 

2. O arm alongside.  Reach with other arm.  How different?   

REST    How were your ribs involved in reaching?    Let’s see if we can make that clearer. 

1. Choose to work with your organized shoulder.  BK.  Float your knee on the same side 
over chest.  Hold below kneecap w/same side hand.   

a. Slowly bring knee a little toward and away from chest (headward/footward).  
Sense weight of leg.  Leg is heavy.  As the knee is moved toward you, leg/knee/
hip are passive.  They are passengers.  Shoulder/arm is the vehicle.  Leg is moved 
by arm & shoulder. 

b. Put other hand on working bicep, on top of your arm, feel it work when shoulder 
and bent arm pull knee toward head. 

2.  a. Now let arm & elbow stay straight (straight rod/stick).  DO NOT BEND YOUR  
 WORKING ARM FOR THE REST OF THE LESSON!   

b. Now this time, in order to move the knee away, use your hip.  Pull with knee, 
through arm to shoulder, which lifts a little bit off floor - Hip pulls shoulder/arm 
footward.  Then with shoulder, pull back, through straight arm, to move knee 
back headward.   

 Arm is like connecting rod, transmitting movement & force, generated in one place, to 
act on another.  With straight arm, no work in biceps.  Knee pulls through arm to lift 
shoulder.  Shoulder pulls through arm to move knee toward chest. 

 Feel what must happen in back and chest.  Stop.  Let it all go. 

REST    on your back.  Feel how one arm and shoulder contact the floor differently from the 
other. 
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3. Return to same position and movement.  Reach your other hand over the top of your O 
shoulder onto your shoulder blade.  Do same pulling through arm and feel how 
shoulder blade moves. 

4. Now feel how much less shoulder blade participates if you do the movement of the 
knee in space just by bending and straightening your elbow.  (If the shoulder blade has 
a limitation in movement, people compensate by overusing their arms and shoulders, 
thus constantly stressing those joints without knowing it.) 

5. Now move that other hand onto your collarbone (clavicle) in front. Thumb on one 
side, fingers on other.  Again compare what you feel as you bend and straighten the 
elbow with how you feel clavicle when you pull through straight arm, how much more 
it moves when you constrain the elbow from bending.  Feel how clavicle moves AP 
(frontward, backward), medially, laterally (toward your midline, toward your side), 
and how it rotates.  Does it rotate down toward your waist or up toward your head?  
Grasp it like picking up a pencil between your thumb and fingers.  Explore holding it 
more toward the shoulder end and m ore toward the breastbone end.  Is the movement 
slightly different at each end?   

REST       Compare both sides.  Chest, shoulders, collarbones. 

6. BK.  Float your other knee over your chest.  Hold below new kneecap with same hand 
you’ve been working with.  Do same movement w/new knee/hip/shoulder relationship.  
Move knee again toward you from your shoulder, and move knee away from you with 
your hip, and rock between hip and shoulder.  Your shoulder will move diagonally. 

 Keeping arm straight, explore knee pull angles from external to middle to internal.  
Feel how this crossing the midline between the two sides of your body changes what 
happens in the upper back.  Does your chest now tend to move more? 

 Feel the chain of motion, hand to forearm, forearm to upper arm, from upper arm to 
shoulder, to clavicle and shoulder blade, and clavicle to sternum.  Then from sternum 
to ribs, ribs to spine, and spine to pelvis.   

 Rest your hand when you need to and then resume. 

7. Notice what’s happening with your head as you do this.  Some roll L, some roll R. 

a. Hold head still while continuing the movement.  What feels different? 
b. Allow head to move.  What now?  Same?  Does it roll or maybe chin moves 

toward or away from chest? 
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c. Explore these relationships as your knee pulls on your arm and lifts your 
shoulder: 
 1. Allow your head to roll away from the lifting shoulder (and return to center 

as the shoulder returns to the floor). 
 2. Allow your chin to move away from your chest as your shoulder lifts from 

the floor (and return toward your chest as the shoulder returns to the floor). 
 3. When your chin moves away, let your pelvis roll down and your low back 

arch.  When your chin returns, let your low back flatten. 
 4. Combine all of the above in the move. 

REST Feel O arm.  Where does it begin now?  Compare to other. 

8. BK.  Again with O hand now return to holding knee same side.  Put other hand behind 
head.  Pull through straight arm with leg.  Go as far as is easy and then lift head.  What 
is right moment to lift head?  Some want to lift head at end of movement, letting it 
hang back as much as it will at first.  Some people like to lift head at very beginning of 
movement.  What feels right to you?  Try both ways, the simultaneous and the 
sequential.  Then remove hand holding head.  Repeat the move, allowing the head to 
get pulled off the floor.  Surrender full weight of head.  Then lift head to continue. 

[STOP.  Pick few people doing it different ways as examples for others to observe.  Lots of 
hands on.  Very important that all learn to let head hang and back of head be dragged up 
from floor.] 

 Return to position.  Let head-holding arm down.  Pull through O arm with leg again 
without purposely lifting head, and notice if something feels different after lifting your 
head.   

REST  Feel difference between R & L? 

9. BK.  Float both knees together over chest.  Make fist with O hand.  Put fist between 
knees and trap your wrist, back of hand toward ceiling.  Rest floor arm comfortably.  
Pull with both knees, both hips, through arm to shoulder.  Then pull knees back 
headward using only shoulder.  Elbow straight.  Pull enough you feel like your head is 
almost being pulled up off the floor as before. 

REST    FEEL 

10. BK.  Same position (Float knees. Fist between knees).   
a. Move knees side to side.   
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b. Now, move knees in circle starting small and gradually growing bigger.  Then go 
other direction, starting small.   Feel movement in shoulders, chest, side ribs, 
upper back.  Elbow straight.  Feel circle being made in your shoulder.  Make 
movement large enough that your head starts to be pulled up at one point around 
the circle. 

REST    on back.  Sense differences between R self and L self. 
    Retest feel of O arm reaching toward ceiling.  Do with other arm.  Feel difference? 

11. BK.  Hold same-side knee in air with O hand.  Let knee pull through straight arm 
(straight arm is conduit of force transmitted from between knee and shoulder).  Knee 
pulls shoulder, then shoulder pulls knee.  How is this different from the first time you 
tried it? 

12. Now explore this movement with the same hand (O) and the other knee.  Is anything 
clearer now about the role of the clavicle in chain of movement from arm to pelvis?   

REST     on back.   Notice contact with floor. 

13. a. Repeat original reaching-to-ceiling tests, first with worked arm, then with other. 
 How different shoulder?  Arms?  Back?  R/L differences?  Head movement? 

b. Stand.  Shift weight.  How is one arm hanging compared to other?   (Can use 
leaning over -- swing thumbs toward each other.  Or look in mirror at 2 
shoulders.  Or look at each other.  Or reach each arm up.) 

c. Walk.  How bear weight on one foot compared to other. 

TRANSFER  
P.L.       

14. How both arms lying now?   Repeat original reaching-to-ceiling test. 

 Stand.  Walk.  ( Repeat standing tests.) 

*** 
This lesson is an antidote for thinking (in your self image) that your arms begin at your 

shoulders. 
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